Communicating With Your Teen: Tips on Getting Them To Open Up!
________________________________________________________________________
[Tip #1] Your teen’s brain is still IN DEVELOPMENT.
[Tip #2] Taking risks is normal!
A dopamine release causes adolescents to gravitate toward thrilling experiences and exhilarating sensations. This may explain why teens
may report a feeling of being “bored” unless they are engaging in some stimulating and novel activities. This dopamine release can give
adolescents a powerful sense of being alive when they are engaged in life. It can also lead them to focus solely on the positive rewards,
while failing to notice or give value to the potential risks and downsides.

[Tip #3] Respect your teen’s need for privacy.
Characteristics of Individuation:
-

Adolescents have a need to find out who they are.
Individuation usually looks and feels like “rebellion”.
Individuation occurs simultaneously with other major physical and emotional changes.
Peer relationships take precedence and are more important than family relationships.
Teenagers will explore and express personal power.
Teens have a natural need for privacy.
Parents become an embarrassment to their teens.
Teenagers see themselves as “all knowing”.

[Tip #4] Flipped Lid Activity.
[Tip #5] Reduce your control.
“If you want to extend your influence on your teen, you need to reduce your control.” – H. Stephen Glenn, Ph.D. (Positive Discipline)

[Tip #6] Listen and ask questions. Be curious.
-

Tell me more about that.
Can you give me an example of that…?
It sounds like you may feel… is that correct?
Hmmmmm…
What part of that was important to you?
How often do I do that?
Is there anything else that is bothering you?

-

Is there anything else you want to say about that?
What suggestions or ideas do you have?
Are there any other reasons you can think of?
Is there any other information you can give me to help me understand?

[Tip #7] Parent/Teen Listening Activity.
[Tip #8] Connection before correction!
[Tip #9] Feelings are GOOD. This includes anger!
[Tip #10] Show interest in what your teen is doing. And, don’t forget to compliment your teen. Celebrate his/her
efforts and accomplishments.
[Tip #11] PRACTICE SELF CARE!
[Tip #12] You are doing GREAT. And, you are not alone. What are your favorite resources?
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